**SOLDIER'S FIELD PARK**

**Work Dates:**
Jan 2020 - June 1, 2020

**Soldiers Field Park Logistics: Phase 4 Renovation of Building 1**

**Work Dates:**
Jan 2020 - Mid April 2020

During this time, construction will be wrapping up on Building 2 and enabling for Building 1 to begin.

- **Building 1**
  - Perimeter fencing installed in January
  - Playground / temporary child care removed in January
  - Selective demolition throughout the ground floor
  - Creation of a new mechanical plant as shown to the west of building 1
  - Mechanical, electrical, and plumbing work which may require limited, short duration outages and may generate noise

- **Building 2**
  - Interior construction activities ongoing including work at balconies and rooftops
  - Exterior work weather permitting including excavation activities, trucking, and hard scape installation
  - Work will involve the use of heavy equipment, intermittent back up alarms, and intermittent saw cutting / jackhammering

**Diagram Key:**
- **EXISTING PHASE 3 FENCE**
- **NEW PHASE 4 FENCE**
- **REMOVABLE FENCE FOR TRUCKING**
- **TRUCKING EXIT**
- **TRUCKING ENTER**
- **TEMP ELECTRICAL**
- **TEMP DOMESTIC WATER**
- **CRAWL SPACE EXCAVATION**
- **COVERED STAGING PATH**
- **PAINTED CROSSWALK**
- **PEDESTRIAN PATHS**
- **Cones and Ralls**
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Soldiers Field Park
Logistics: Phase 4
Renovation of Building 1

WORK DATES:
April 2020 - June 1, 2020

Building 2
- Interior construction activities ongoing including work at balconies and rooftops
- Exterior work weather permitting including excavation activities, trucking, and hard scape installation. Work will involve the use of heavy equipment, intermittent back up alarms, and intermittent saw cutting/jack hammering

Building 1
- Perimeter fencing installed in January
- Playground/temporary child care removed in January
- Selective demolition throughout the ground floor
- Creation of a new mechanical plant as shown to the west of building 1
- Mechanical, electrical, and plumbing work which may require limited, short duration outages and may generate noise
- Limited scaffolding installation in locations noted on the attached plan

Diagram Key:
- NEW PHASE 4 FENCE
- NEW TEMP PAVED WALKWAY
- TRUCKING EXIT
- TRUCKING ENTER
- TEMP ELECTRICAL
- TEMP DOMESTIC WATER
- CRAWL SPACE EXCAVATION
- COVERED STAGING PATH
- TEMP PAINTED CROSSWALK
- PEDESTRIAN PATHS
- CONES AND RAILS
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Scaffold erection along this elevation in April 2020

Building 2
- Interior construction activities ongoing including work at balconies and rooftops
- Exterior work weather permitting including excavation activities, trucking, and hard scape installation. Work will involve the use of heavy equipment, intermittent back up alarms, and intermittent saw cutting/jack hammering

Building 1
- Perimeter fencing installed in January
- Playground/temporary child care removed in January
- Selective demolition throughout the ground floor
- Creation of a new mechanical plant as shown to the west of building 1
- Mechanical, electrical, and plumbing work which may require limited, short duration outages and may generate noise
- Limited scaffolding installation in locations noted on the attached plan

SOLDIER’S FIELD PARK
Soldiers Field Park
Logistics: Phase 4
Renovation of Building 1

Work Dates:
June 2, 2020 - June 30, 2021

Building 1 Full Construction
with Masonry Restoration.

Access to the job is through
Kresge to the Chao Loading
dock.

Estimate of 8 - 12 trucks daily.

Masonry restoration along the
North elevation facing Chao will
need lift access in Chao loading
dock. Proposed schedule is
June - July 2019.
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Access to the job is through
Kresge to the Chao Loading
dock.

Estimate of 8 - 12 trucks daily.

Masonry restoration along the
North elevation facing Chao will
need lift access in Chao loading
dock. Proposed schedule is
June - July 2019.